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Dr. Adam Sundberg
AdamSundberg@creighton.edu
Office: Humanities Center 220
Phone: 280-2657
Office Hours:
MW, 2:00–4:00;
and by appointment.

Course description

This course explores the practice of using digital technologies in the context of humanities
scholarship. Through readings and practical, hands-on explorations of digital projects and
resources, students will critically examine the history, theory, and practice of digital
humanities. Technologies that students will be introduced to will include: geographic and
mapping tools, text and image analysis, website design and digital archives, social
networking and network analysis, and historically-based gaming.

Fit to Core and Mission
Learning Objectives
Students will:
• Become familiar and
conversant with the most
important concepts, debates,
and methods in the digital
humanities.
• Develop the critical thinking
skills necessary to evaluate
digital scholarship.
• Use technology effectively for
research, analysis,
communication, and
collaborative work.
• Recognize that technology
and the digitization of
knowledge are powerful tools
and will identify potential
dangers concerning reliability,
privacy, security, and equity.
• Use digital technologies to
complete a semester-long
research project.

Introduction to Digital Humanities, as its name suggests, serves as an introduction to a variety
of issues and technologies associated with the burgeoning interdisciplinary field of “digital
humanities.” Over the course of the semester, students will be asked to reflect on some of the
key issues associated with our new digital culture, learn new skills based on hands-on learning
of specific digital technologies, and will work on a semester-long digital research project on a
topic of their own choosing. Projects will be grounded in a significant humanities question
and will use a variety of relevant digital technologies and techniques to present, analyze, and
reflect on the chosen topic. Students will be asked to “pitch” their projects in the form of
project proposals, will develop a public-facing website to host their work, and will give
informal oral presentations to demonstrate their ability to write and present for a variety of
venues.

Readings and Technology
All readings for this course are freely available online and you will not have to purchase any
books. Note, however, that the lack of a physical textbook does not mean that you should
treat the assigned readings any less seriously than you would in any other course.
You will need to download and install several (free) software packages during this course, but
these should work on any computer capable of running a modern web browser (i.e. the latest
versions of Safari, Chrome, or Firefox). You will also need to have a free Google and Dropbox
account; please feel free to create anonymous accounts especially for this course.
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Course Requirements
Class Participation

final project. Except for the Omeka assignments, embed
these in a page on your WordPress website. Due dates and
further instructions are listed on the schedule.

Come to class prepared to discuss the texts and share ideas
about the readings and digital tools or methods you worked
with over the course of the week. Participation points are
determined by your contribution to the discussion, in addition
to the discussion questions you submit to me by email. Doing
careful readings of the texts, raising questions about what
you’ve read, and contributing thoughtfully to class discussion
will ensure success.

Final Project

Blogs
For each week of readings, write a well-argued blog post of
approximately five hundred words, with correct prose with full
sentences and paragraphs with topic sentences. Respond to
the questions in the prompt thoroughly, but do not simply
enumerate your answers. These posts are graded by
completion. Thoughtful posts will receive full credit; others
will receive no credit. Blog posts are due the evening before
discussion at midnight.

Skills Assignments

The core of the course will be an original digital humanities
project. The focus of your project can be on any theme that
you interests you, but must be approved by me in advance.
Built in either Wordpress or Omeka, your project will be
substantial and engage with the methods learned in the
course. Although the content of your final project will depend
somewhat on your topic, the following is a rough guide about
what you should expect to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

two maps, including one interactive map
at least one graph from text-mining
an additional visualization that you’ve made yourself
a timeline or StoryMap
at least 5 primary sources, marked up with metadata
an introductory essay of at least 500 words
notes and a bibliography
a list of contributors, if appropriate
an about page.

Additional instructions and examples will be provided
throughout the semester.

You will create a series of six small projects over the course of
the semester, ideally related to and building towards your
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Grade Breakdown

Class Culture

Discussion of individual grades will take place not less than
two days and no more than seven days after the graded
assignment is returned. You must return the assignment in
question and provide a written explanation of the reasons you
believe a grade should be adjusted.

Your participation grade is determined by active and positive
contributions to our class meetings. Students are expected to
come to class well prepared and ready to critically discuss the
readings for that day. It is for your benefit that you bring
assigned readings with you to class each week. Students may
be asked to participate in small group work or other in-class
activities during the semester.

Class Participation ...........25%
Blog Posts .........................25%
Skills Assignments ...........25%
Final Project ..................... 25%

Grade Breakdown
A: 94-100%
A-: 90-93%
B+: 87-89%
B: 84-86%
B-: 80-83%;

C+: 77-79
C: 74-76
C-: 70-73
D: 69-60
F: less than 60

Expectations
Attendance

The final grade for the course will be lowered one full letter
grade on the third unexcused absence and an additional
letter grade for every absence thereafter. If you reach five
unexcused absences over the course of the semester you will
receive a grade of F. Additionally, please come to class on
time and do not leave early. Late arrivals and early departures
disrupt class. Please contact me in advance—ideally at least 24
hours, although I understand that this is not always possible—
if you know that you will be unable to attend class to discuss
your situation and to determine if an excused absence is
warranted.

This class will be comprised of individuals with a wide variety
of experiences, beliefs, orientations, and identities leading
inevitably to differences in perspective and viewpoint. This
class should be a space in which all students—irrespective of
race, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, political
persuasion, or religious belief—feel that they can express their
own interpretation of historical events based upon the
material at hand. Students may challenge arguments based
on conflicting evidence within the class but may not
personally disrespect peers.

Technology Use
Since this is a class focused both on humanities and digital tools,
you should plan to bring a laptop to class. Note, however, that this
does not mean that you have a license to use technology for nonclass purposes. This means that you should turn off (do not simply
silence) your cell phones before you enter the classroom. Your
laptop should be used only for taking notes and accessing relevant
course material during discussion. Do not use your laptop in class
to simply surf the internet, check your email, update your Facebook
status, etc.
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Turning in Work
All submitted work must be typed and proofread. Careless
editing will negatively impact your grade as will a lack of
proper attribution of sources. Please use double-spacing, at
least one inch margins, and a minimum font size of 11pt.
All assignments are due at the time indicated in this syllabus
unless special arrangements have been made with the
instructor ahead of time. Late work will be deducted one
grade point for each day late; papers submitted more than
three days late will be accessed a maximum three grade point
deduction. Unless alternative arrangements have been made,
all written work should be submitted through Blueline.
Printer or computer problems are never an excuse for not
having an assignment submitted on time. To avoid losing
work, I recommend that you 1) not keep your papers on only
one computer or flash drive, and 2) invest in an external hard
drive for backups and use it regularly (I can advise you on
options depending on your operating system of choice). You
should also consider using an online backup system such as
Dropbox (learn more at http://dropbox.com) to store
documents “in the cloud” for remote access.

Contacting the Instructor
I encourage you to keep in touch. My office hours, office
phone number, and e-mail address are on page 3 of this
syllabus. I will be most readily available during office hours. If
you are unable to attend regular office hours, please arrange

for a special appointment. I check e-mail often (except on
weekends) and will get back to you as soon as possible,
usually within a day. You will receive two extra credit points if
you send me an email no later than 8am on January 20 with
the subject line “I’ve read the syllabus”.
In case of an unexpected class cancellation due to inclement
weather or some other reason, I will try to notify all students
through the BlueLine course site. In the event of a collegewide disruption of normal classroom activities, the format of
this course may be modified to enable completion of the
course. More information will be forthcoming, as necessary.

Accommodations
If you have a disability for which you need an
accommodation, I encourage you to contact both myself and
the Office of Disability Accommodations located in the Old
Gym, Room 437, (402-280-2166) as early as possible in the
semester.
If you do not have a documented disability, remember that
other support services, including the Writing Center
(402-280-4707) and the Center for Health and Counseling
(402-280-2735), are available to all students.
Your success in this class is important to me. If there are
circumstances that may affect your performance, please let
me know as soon as possible so that we can work together
to develop strategies for adapting assignments to meet both
your needs and the requirements of the course.
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Academic Honesty

Emergency Cancellation

“The students and faculty of the Creighton College of Arts

In the event of a disruption of normal classroom activities due to

and Sciences comprise an academic community established

emergencies such as a disease outbreak the format for this course

within the framework of Jesuit ideals and firmly rooted in the

may be modified to enable completion of the course. In that

concept of integrity” (from “Integrity in Action: The Integrity

event, you will be provided an addendum to this syllabus that will

Code”).

supersede this version.

This course is governed by the Policy on Academic Honesty
of the College of Arts and Sciences. Students should meet
the highest standards of academic honesty. All forms of
student academic dishonesty, including cheating, facilitating
academic dishonesty, and plagiarism are strictly prohibited.
Cheating means using or attempting to use unauthorized
materials, information, or study aids. Plagiarism means
representing the words or ideas of another as one’s own.
Anyone breaking these important rules will receive a penalty
up to and including failure of the class and will be subject to
college sanctions according to the regulations and
procedures of the College of Arts and Sciences. For details
on this policy, see the current Creighton University Bulletin—
Undergraduate Issue or the following web address:
https://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/user/CCAS/curriculum/
CCAS_Academic_Honesty_Policy_.pdf
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Class Schedule
Week One
January 15: Introductions
After Class
•

Purchase a Student Plan ($30) from www.reclaimhosting.com.
Think carefully about the domain name you choose. We will
walk through this process in class, but if you need further help,
instructions can be found at https://portal.reclaimhosting.com/
knowledgebase.php?action=displayarticle&id=2 and https://
wordpress.org/support/article/first-steps-with-wordpressclassic/
•

If you already have a blog of your own, you can use that if you prefer.

Week Two
January 20: Building a Web Presence
Read
• Megan O’Neil, “Confronting the Myth of the ‘Digital
Native’,” Chronicle of Higher Education, April 21, 2014.
http://chronicle.com/article/Confronting-the-Myth-of-the/
145949/ (you can search for versions of this article online
that are not hidden behind a username and password Creighton provides free access to the Chronicle if you sign
up for a free username and password)
• Miriam Posner, Stewart Varner, and Brian Coxall, “Creating
Your Web Presence,” ProfHacker, February 14, 2011. http://
www.chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/creating-your-webpresence-a-primer-for-academics/30458
• Alan Jacobs, “Tending the Digital Commons: A Small
Ethics toward the Future,” The Hedgehog Review 20.1

(Spring 2018) Available online at: https://www.abc.net.au/
religion/alan-jacobs-tending-the-digital-commons/
11201486
Assignment
• Work on personalizing your website. Make sure you’ve
done the following:
• Create an “about” page on your blog about where you
are in your career as a student.
• Write a first post describing what you hope to learn
during this semester. Do you have any early thoughts
about what your final project might be? If so, let me
know here!
• Change the site’s title and subtitle
• Choose a theme for your site
• Send a link to your new blog to me through Blueline.
January 22: What is Digital Humanities?
Read
• Lincoln Mullen, “Digital Humanities Is a Spectrum; or,
We’re All Digital Humanists Now, 2010. https://
lincolnmullen.com/blog/digital-humanities-is-a-spectrumor-we8217re-all-digital-humanists-now/
• Dan Cohen and Roy Rosenzweig, “Introduction: Promises
and Perils of Digital History,” in Digital History, online
edition (Center for History and New Media, 2005). http://
chnm.gmu.edu/digitalhistory/introduction/
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Week Three

•

January 27: Evaluating Digital Humanities Projects
• Miriam Posner, “How Did They Make That?,” August 29,
2013. Click through to all of the projects listed in this post.
http://miriamposner.com/blog/how-did-they-make-that/

•

In-Class Discussion
• Trading Consequences; http://trcons.edina.ac.uk/search/
commodity/
• America’s Public Bible; http://americaspublicbible.org
• Digital Harlem; http://digitalharlem.org/
• Geography of the Post; http://cameronblevins.org/gotp/
• Her Hat Was in the Ring;
http://www.herhatwasinthering.org/web/index.aspx
• Histories of the National Mall; http://mallhistory.org/
• Drone Wars;
https://dronewars.github.io/
• Mining the Dispatch; http://dsl.richmond.edu/dispatch/
• Old Bailey Online; http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/
• Redlining Richmond; http://dsl.richmond.edu/holc/
• The Roaring Twenties: http://vectorsdev.usc.edu/
NYCsound/777b.html
• Voting America; http://dsl.richmond.edu/voting/
• Energy Transitions; http://
www.environmentandsociety.org/exhibitions/energytransitions

•

•

ALA, “Digital Copyright Slider” (2012).
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/
Zachary Crockett, “How Mickey Mouse Evades the Public
Domain,” Priceonomics, January 7, 2016;
https://priceonomics.com/how-mickey-mouse-evades-thepublic-domain/.
Benjamin Schmidt, “Digital History and the Copyright
Black Hole,” Sapping Attention, 21 Jan. 2011;
http://sappingattention.blogspot.com/2011/01/digitalhistory-and-copyright-black.html
Scott Rosenberg, “How Google Book Search Got Lost,”
Wired Magazine, April 11, 2017. https://www.wired.com/
2017/04/how-google-book-search-got-lost/

Assignment
Write a blog post that explores "ownership" on the web. Who
should own data on the web? What's at stake (for the public
and digital humanists)?
Sign up for project meeting - http://bit.ly/finalprojsignup

Week Four - Project Brainstorming
February 3 and February 5: No Formal Class
Individual meetings with Dr. Sundberg to discuss your
ideas for your final project.

January 29: Copyright and Fair Use
Read
• Daniel Cohen and Roy Rosenzweig, “Owning the Past?” in
Digital History. http://chnm.gmu.edu/digitalhistory/
copyright/
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Assignment
Stage 1 - Final Project - Based on our individual meetings,
describe your early plan for your project. What historical
question are you trying to answer? Why does it interest you?
What types of technology do you anticipate using? What are
you most worried about at this point?

Week Five
February 10: Working with Digital Primary Sources
Read
• Sam Wineburg, “Thinking Like a Historian,” Teaching with
Primary Sources Quarterly 3, 1 (Winter 2010).
https://www.loc.gov/teachers/tps/quarterly/
historical_thinking/pdf/historical_thinking.pdf
• Kelly Schrum, “Surfing for the Past: How to Separate the
Good from the Bad,” Essays on History and New Media,
https://rrchnm.org/essay/surfing-for-the-past-how-toseparate-the-good-from-the-bad/
• “Edward Owens, The Last American Pirate.” Start at http://
lastamericanpirate.net/2008/09/03/hello-world/
index.html and work your way back through the blog
until you reach the most recent entry.
• Leslie Madsen-Brooks, ”I nevertheless am a historian’:
Digital Historical Practice and Malpractice around Black
Confederate Soldiers,” in Writing History in the Digital Age,
http://writinghistory.trincoll.edu/crowdsourcing/madsenbrooks-2012-spring/
• Explore the Digital Public Library of America; http://dp.la/
Assignment

Write a blog post that explores the ethics of digital
humanities/digital history in general AND in the context of
your proposed project
February 12: Secondary Sources
Read
• Roy Rosenzweig, “Can History Be Open Source: Wikipedia
and the Future of the Past,” Journal of American History 93,
1 (2006). https://www.sfu.ca/cmns/courses/2012/801/1Readings/Rosenzweig%20Can%20history%20be%20open%20source%20.pdf
• “How Search Works,” Google. https://www.google.com/
search/howsearchworks/
• Dan Cohen, “Is Google Good for History” Last modified
January 7, 2010. http://dancohen.org/2010/01/07/isgoogle-good-for-history/
• “How the Internet Works in 5 Minutes.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_LPdttKXPc
• “History of the Internet.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hIQjrMHTv4
Assignment
• Find five (5) primary sources from at least 3 different
collections that are relevant to your proposed project.
• Using the library catalog, JSTOR, and other library
resources, find a book and a journal article related to your
final project.
• Write a blog post that cites the items (including the
databases they came from) in Chicago format. For the
primary sources, summarize each source and discuss what
you learned by reading it. For your secondary sources,
summarize their main arguments in no more than a
paragraph each.
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Week Six
February 17: Omeka Metadata
Read
• Guide to Creating Omeka Exhibits, The Albert Greenfield
Digital Center for The History of Women’s Education.
https://docs.google.com/file/d/
0B5_baj3C7PmNZXk0cWs3WTM0am8/edit?pli=1
• Miriam Posner, Up and Running with Omeka, The
Programming Historian (2013).
https://programminghistorian.org/en/lessons/up-andrunning-with-omeka
• Explore Dublin Core, “Metadata Basics.”
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
• Look at and familiarize yourself with the following exhibits:
• "Omaha in the Anthropocene"; http://
steppingintothemap.com/anthropocene/
• The Athletics and Physical Education at Bryn Mawr
College, 1885-1929 exhibit;
http://greenfield.brynmawr.edu/exhibits/show/
athletics-and-phys-ed/introduction
Assignment
Using the primary sources that you gathered during last week
create an Omeka collection of at least 5 primary sources. Each
item should have complete metadata although not every
Dublin Core field needs to be filled out. Be sure to include a
reference to where you found the item and a rights statement
if appropriate. Use the Omeka tutorial found here:http://
steppingintothemap.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/
Omeka-Tutorial_HIS316.pdf

February 19
Read
• Exhibit Builder Tutorial; https://omeka.org/classic/docs/
Plugins/ExhibitBuilder/
Assignment
Using the items you added to Omeka last class, build an
exhibit that tells a coherent story about your proposed
project. Each exhibit should include 5 items with proper
metadata and an image. Use prose to link these items
together. Organize your items by collection. Include one
"simple page" introduction to serve as the landing page for
your site. Your exhibit should be between 400 and 750 words
and structured/organized in a way that is suitable to the
content. All secondary sources used to contextualize the
items should be cited using Chicago format.

Week Seven
February 24: Digital Storytelling
Read
• Green Street Project - Deep Economic history of a NYC
Block; www.greenestreet.nyc
• Emily Bembeneck, “Spatial Storytelling,” Play the Past,
June 17, 2012; http://www.playthepast.org/?p=2967
• ESRI, “Telling Stories with Maps: A White Paper,” February
2012; http://storymaps.esri.com/downloads/Telling
Stories with Maps.pdf
• Every Three Minutes”; https://twitter.com/every3minutes
Discussion - List of Sites from Week 3
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February 26: Timelines
Before Class
• Sign up for a Google account if you don’t already have
one.
• Come to class ready to discuss some of the most
important events or issues at the heart of your final project.
Assignment
Make a timeline that chronicles important developments
related to your project. You should have roughly 20 events
and each entry must include an accurate date, a several
sentence description, links to more information where
relevant, and an image if possible. This assignment is due
March 7th.

Week Eight
March 2: Data Gathering & Curating
• Sign up for a import.io account (www.import.io) if you
don’t already have one.
• Download OpenRefine (http://openrefine.org/
download.html) and save it to your computer.

•

•

•

•

Transatlantic Slave Trade Database, Video Introduction
(https://www.slavevoyages.org/). Read "About" and
"History of the Project", https://www.slavevoyages.org/
about/about
John Theibault, “Visualizations and Historical Arguments,”
in Writing History in the Digital Age, ed. Jack Dougherty
and Kristen Nawrotzki, 2013; http://quod.lib.umich.edu/d/
dh/12230987.0001.001/1:8/--writing-history-in-the-digitalage?g=dculture;rgn=div1;view=fulltext;xc=1#8.1
Shawn Graham, Ian Milligan, and Scott Weingart,
“Principles of Information Visualization,” in The Historian’s
Macroscope: Big Digital History (Imperial College Press,
2013); http://www.themacroscope.org/?page_id=469
Explore the visualizations created by Mike Bostock
https://bost.ocks.org/mike/

Assignment
Complete your in-class work visualizing the datasets

Spring Break!

Assignment (s)
Stage II - Annotated Bibliography- Building on your Week
Five blog, compile a list of ten additional data sources or
secondary sources you hope to use for your final project and
submit them to your blog as an annotated bibliography.
March 4: Data Visualization
Before Class
Read
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Week Nine
March 16: Text Analysis I
Read
• Ted Underwood, “Where to Start with Text Mining,” The
Stone and the Shell, August 14, 2012.
https://tedunderwood.com/2012/08/14/where-to-startwith-text-mining/
• Ted Underwood, “Seven Ways Humanists are Using
Computers to Understand Text,” The Stone and the Shell,
June 4, 2015. https://tedunderwood.com/2015/06/04/
seven-ways-humanists-are-using-computers-tounderstand-text/
• Dan Cohen, “Searching for the Victorians,” October 4,
2010. https://dancohen.org/2010/10/04/searching-forthe-victorians/
• Explore: Cameron Blevins, “Topic Modeling Martha
Ballard’s Diary” http://www.cameronblevins.org/posts/
topic-modeling-martha-ballards-diary/
• Experiment with:
• Google Books Ngram Viewer; https://
books.google.com/ngrams
Assignment
Submit a blog post that reflects on the possibilities of text
mining, tropic modeling, and visualization for your final
project - refer to specific examples from the readings.
March 18: Text Analysis II
Before Class

•

Gather a set of at least five primary sources in plain text
that are related in some way to your final project. This will
be explained before class.

Assignment
Voyant Assignment - Full instructions will be posted to
Blueline - submit three visualization to your blog - explaining
what insights they present

Week Ten
March 23: Spatial Analysis I
• Richard White, “What is Spatial History?”;
http://web.stanford.edu/group/spatialhistory/cgi-bin/site/
pub.php?id=29
• Edward L. Ayers & Scott Nesbit, “Seeing Emancipation:
Scale and Freedom in the American South,” Journal of the
Civil War Era, Vol 1 No 1 (2011): 3-24.
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/417310
• Explore:
• Visualizing Emancipation;
http://dsl.richmond.edu/emancipation/
• Atlas of the Historical Geography of the United States;
http://dsl.richmond.edu/historicalatlas/
• Lincoln Mullen, “Data Maps,” https://lincolnmullen.com/
projects/spatial-workshop/data-maps.html
March 25: (NO CLASS DISCUSSION - DR. SUNDBERG AT
CONFERENCE)
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Week Eleven
March 30: Spatial Analysis II
Read
Before Class
• Pick a map related to your final project from the David
Rumsey Map Collection (http://www.davidrumsey.com/).
Read
• Georectification from “Spatial Humanities Workshop.”
http://lincolnmullen.com/projects/spatial-workshop/
georectification.html
• Ben Schmidt’s subway maps http://benschmidt.org/
dcmetro/
Assignment
Georeference your historical map. Embed it in a blog post,
and write a post explaining what you learned from the map
and how georeferencing maps might be useful for
understanding either your project or history more generally.
Be sure to include a citation to the map and acknowledge any
permissions that have been granted to use it.

•

•

Katy Meyers, “Lessons from Assassin’s Creed for
Constructing Educational Games”, Play the Past (2011);
http://www.playthepast.org/?p=2077
Laura Zucconi, Ethan Watrall, Hannah Ueno, and Lisa
Rosner , “Pox and the City: Challenges in Writing a Digital
History Game,” Writing History in the Digital Age (2012);
https://writinghistory.trincoll.edu/evidence/zucconietal-2012-spring/

April 8: 3D Spaces
Stage III - Draft of Final Project
Meet in the RadLab

Week Thirteen
April 13: NO CLASS - EASTER BREAK

April 1: Spatial Analysis III

Week Twelve
April 6: Playing the Past
Read
• “Playing the Past: Video Games and American History”
Backstory Podcast. December 21, 2018.
https://www.backstoryradio.org/shows/playing-the-past/
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April 15: Security and Sustainability
Read
• Dan Goodin, “Why passwords have never been weaker,”
Ars Technica, August 20, 2012. https://arstechnica.com/
information-technology/2012/08/passwords-underassault/
• Mat Honan, “How Apple and Amazon Security Flaws Led
to My Epic Hacking,” Wired, August 6, 2012. https://
www.wired.com/2012/08/apple-amazon-mat-honanhacking/
• Mat Honan, “How I Resurrected My Digital Life After an
Epic Hacking,” Wired, August 17, 2012.
https://www.wired.com/2012/08/mat-honan-datarecovery/
• Jennifer Howard, “Born Digital, Projects Need Attention to
Survive,” Chronicle of Higher Education, January 6, 2014.
https://www.chronicle.com/article/Born-Digital-ProjectsNeed/143799
• Dan Cohen and Roy Rosenzweig, “Preserving Digital
History,” in Digital History (2006). http://chnm.gmu.edu/
digitalhistory/preserving/
Assignment
Choose one of the two following topics and write a blog
post:
• Topic 1: How sustainable is the digital work that you have
don’t in this course? What would it take to sustain the
assignments you have completed? Which assignments can
you export from the web services where you created
them?
• Topic 2: How secure is your digital life? Who has access to
your information? What kinds of things might hackers,
corporations, political parties, or states be able to figure

out about you from that information? What is the
significance of government surveillance? What can you do
to improve your digital security?

Week Fourteen

April 20: In-Class work on Projects
April 22: In-Class work on Projects

Week Fifteen
April 27: In-Class work on Projects
April 29: In-Class work on Projects

Week Sixteen
(See finals schedule for date and time of meeting)
In-Class Presentations

Your final project is due
before our final meeting
during finals week
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